Why Silicon Valley Tech Oligarchs Are The Most Horrible
People On Earth
By Keru Lee
 Fraud – There are more fraud lawsuits, fraud charges and fraud cases against Silicon
Valley executives than almost anywhere else in the world. Elon Musk is constantly sued
for fraud. Google, Facebook, Linkedin and Twitter have been uncovered using bots and
fake metrics in order to defraud advertisers and to hide the fact that the world is avoiding
Google, Facebook, Linkedin and Twitter. The worst ad buy an advertiser can now make is
in Silicon Valley media companies because they are so fake. The Social Trends False Data
Manipulation Scandal may turn out to be one of the biggest that Silicon Valley has ever
seen. Deceiving advertisers and faking value and impressions to deceive advertisers has
created not only hundreds of billions of dollars in losses, but it lulled the entire DNC into
losing a national election.

 Tax Evasion – Kleiner Perkins' Ray Lane, was indicted for massive tax evasion and his
federal investigation revealed that EVERY Silicon Valley executive uses one of a small
handful of tax evasion service providers on a weekly basis. Deloitte, WSGR, Goldman
Sachs and McKinsey Consulting have entire Silicon Valley service groups dedicated to
helping implement tax evasion for tech CEO's and VC's.
 Abuse – The majority of Silicon Valley divorce filings state that the man/husband was
extremely abusive to the woman/wife. Steve Westly's Tech CEO friend was documented
kicking his girlfriend 117 times. The Google VC Joe Goguen, was sued for sex trafficking
and keeping an "anal sex slave." Silicon Valley men have a saying: "Women – Good for
sex, as baby ovens, making our lobbies sexy and making us look good at social functions".
Silicon Valley men threaten to sue or bankrupt their wives if the wives complain about the
husband's hookers.
 Political Corruption – The 60 Minutes Episode called THE CLEANTECH CRASH and
the House Ethics Committee investigation reports into the FBI raid of Solyndra, detailing
nearly a trillion dollars of crony theft of U.S. taxpayer dollars by The Silicon Valley
Cartel. Google has placed over 450 of it's staff in the White House, Patent Office, DOE

and other agencies, and had them rig federal cash back to Google and Elon Musk. The
abuse of the U.S. Treasury and Taxpayer Funds for private gain is a felony that certain
federal law enforcement agencies have been ordered not to investigate because it leads
back to Obama Administration executives.
 Rapists – The Joe Lonsdale Rape Case, Stanford swim team rape case, Stanford sports
rape investigations, Coed "Rape Shuttle Buses" (as shown in the film The Social
Network), Stanford Frat House Rapes, and other cases show that rape is considered to be
a protected sport by the tech oligarchs in Silicon Valley.

 Public Information Censorship – The Silicon Valley Cartel has been caught rigging the
news against all of the internet in order to attempt to steer political views. For years,
Larry Page of Google has had Google hide any negative news articles about his special
bromance-boyfriend: Elon Musk, as proven by a ten year comparison of archives between
Google results and all other search engine results.
 Racketeering and Organized Crime – The U.S. RICO laws describe the types of actions
that a group must engage in to be legally defined as "Mobsters and Racketeers". The
Silicon Valley oligarchs have now met 100% of those requirement definitions.
 Possible Murders – Over 78 enemies of the Silicon Valley/DNC Cartel were in perfect
health one day, and dead the next day. Each of their deaths followed disputes with, or
whistle-blowing on, either Silicon Valley Cartel leaders Elon Musk, John Doerr, Larry
Page, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve Westly or Eric Schmidt. Tesla's Ravi Kumar and Google's
Forrest Hayes were said to have been killed by their hookers, but many believe they were
killed because they knew too much. The families and friends of Gary D. Conley, Rajeev
Motwani, Andrew Brietbart, David Bird, and many other victims, claim that Elon Musk,
Eric Schmidt, Larry Page and/or John Doerr had them killed.
 Spying on the Public – Google, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Ebay, Amazon, and those
types of companies, spy on every user, create psychological profiles of every user, and sell
that data to political campaigns, retailers and the NSA. Every Google and Facebook
balloon, drone, fiber, wifi, "connected car", NEST, African and Indian "free internet" is

simply a come-on to get the public to connect to a network that Google can spy on them
through. Nothing that you do that touches a Silicon Valley network is not spied on and
used against you. The Consumer Electronics industry has lost over $20B because of the
distrust of electronics created by Silicon Valley's spying.
 Abuse of the Public's Privacy – The elitist ideologies of the CEO's of Silicon Valley has
caused them to believe that the means justifies the ends, and that tricking users in order to
use subliminal psychological tricks on them is ok. The Silicon Valley Cartel own and
control Gawker Media, Think Progress, Value Walk, In-Q-Tel, Jigsaw and other facade
organizations which they use to hack and character assassinate their enemies in global
privacy and career hit-jobs, that destroy lives and companies in one fell swoop.
 Brainwashing – Google, Facebook, Twitter and their peers use subliminal UX/UI
psychology tricks to manipulate the public without their knowledge. Official CIA and
GCHQ training materials state that it only takes 5 days to brainwash a population when
you control that populations media resources. By controlling search results, adjacent
positions, sequences of results, colors, phrases, font sizes, the sequence of links you are led
through, these companies can manipulate voting intentions, buying intentions, hatreds
and social discomfort.
 Manipulation of Information for School Children – Silicon Valley companies, particularly
Google, have an aggressive program in place to emulate Ray Kroch's McDonald's concept
of putting Playgrounds in front of McDonald's so they can "Get 'em while they are young
and imprint obedience to the brand..". Google has been sued for hacking into school
children's emails. Google seeks to give Google equipment embedded with Google backdoors and Google propaganda to schools in order to politically manipulate children.

 Bribery of City, State and Federal Officials – The Silicon Valley Cartel paid over $20M
million dollars of reported bribes to public officials in 2016 and over $16 BILLION
Dollars on un-reported bribes in search engine, impression and news rigging quid-pro-quo
services. The unreported services values are a felony evasion of campaign finance laws.
 Stock Market Manipulation - Via Pump-and-Dump, Skimming, Valuation Fraud and
Book-Cooking Techniques. During the Obama Administration, White House staff

personally profited from these criminal abuses of the stock market. Those White House
executives ordered FTC and SEC to "stand down" on all investigations of these crimes in
order to protect themselves.
 Manipulation of Naive Young Millenials – Silicon Valley tech companies have been
exposed in a number of articles as operating an employee culture described by the
employees as "...just like a Scientology training camp..."; "...controlled like a North Korean
work camp..."; "... a load of hype and promises in the beginning and a load of shit at the
end..."; "...required to salute and adore the Great Zuckerberg...; "...the allude to being rich
but you never get the chance to get their...". These "Human Processing Plants" keep the
employees on their controlled buses, in their controlled eating centers, on their controlled
email systems, on their controlled social networks, in their controlled "mindfullness"
thought control "workshops", on their controlled phones and computers, and under
surveillance on all of these things. The tech companies control the lives of these poor naive
kids.
 Violation of Anti-Trust/Monopoly Laws – Multiple FTC monopoly hearings have been
attempted, but bribes by the Silicon Valley Cartel have had those investigations shut
down. Tesla has spent over a million dollars in bribes to avoid full NHTSA safety
investigations of it's cars, which are owned by the Silicon Valley Cartel.
 Copyright Infringement – Publishers and authors have filed multiple charges stating that
the Silicon Valley Cartel has conspired to exploit their movie and text rights in order to
cut those copyright owners out of the profit pool, while padding the bank accounts of
Silicon Valley executives.
 Rigging the Internet For Personal Exploitation – The CEO's and VC's of Silicon Valley
have had their lobbyists and law firms bribe public officials in order to use public
resources to exclusively pad their own pockets.
 DNS Manipulation and DDOS Attack Operation – Google, Facebook and Twitter do not
just control the screen graphics that you see on your browser. They run how the internet
points out, and through, something called DNS Routing. Silicon Valley can make your
company or site disappear from the internet. Ask ProtonMail and Oracle. A DDOS attack
is an illegal firing of thousands of server pings in order to take down a website. Google
fires millions of Googlebots "Crawlers" at websites in order to take them down but denies
it is doing anything wrong by saying that the over-crawls are "just trying to help promote
things."
 Sex Trafficking and the Exploitation of Women – Over 1,000 sexual abuse reports have
been filed against Silicon Valley CEO's. The archives of the prostitution site: Redbook and
now BackPage, show that the largest users of prostitutes live in Silicon Valley. The highest

number of technology executives murdered by hookers has occurred in Silicon Valley.
Russian mobsters have charter jet deliveries of prostitutes that regularly deliver to Silicon
Valley. Pedo sex rings are known to exist in Silicon Valley. The venture capitalists on
Sandhill Road pushed for permits to build the Rosewood Structure at the end of their
road to have a place for affairs with their interns and to meet hookers on Thursday nights.
Arrested pedophile Jeffrey Epstein had a large number of Silicon Valley men on his "Sex
Island". Eye's Wide Shut parties occur weekly in Woodside and Atherton in Silicon Valley.
Almost no women are hired or promoted by Silicon Valley companies. Stanford University
interns report more cases of sexual pressure and rape from Silicon Valley Sandhill Road
VC and tech company offices, than anywhere else in the world. The tens of thousands of
news articles revolving around the Ellen Pao sex abuse case against John Doerr and
Kleiner Perkins, provide irrefutable proof that almost every Silicon Valley VC and Tech
CEO is an arrogant misogynistic abuser who was raised and programmed in a fraternity
house atmosphere of self-centered elitism. The echo-chamber bubble that Silicon Valley
has built around itself reinforces these beliefs (until a national election happens). Escorts
have described how Kleiner Perkins VC had six naked women come to his house on a
regular basis and read dirty books to him while he pleasured himself in his big office chair.
Google's Forrest Hayes had a sex yacht where multiple hookers showed up on nearby
yacht's security videos. Google's Eric Schmidt had a famous sex penthouse and "open
Marriage". Sergey at Google had a notorious 3-way sex affair with the Google Glass staff.
Monica- A well known Palo Alto escort said: "The men in Silicon Valley don't hire us for
sex as much as they do to prove to themselves that they can control and denigrate another
human being..."

 Immigration Manipulation – Silicon Valley has created a system to import cheap labor, get
their ideas and then send them back overseas before they have to give them any stock in
their companies. Silicon Valley is rapidly seeking to create a robot workforce, but that
effort has not borne value so they use foreign workers like robots and hype up a work
environment that is a facade of exploitation.
 Charity and Foundation Fraud – Leaked emails and communications show that almost
every "charitable contribution" by Zuckerberg, Schmidt, Musk, Page, etc., was suggested
by a tax attorney for tax evasion purposes, or a campaign director for quid-pro-quo

payola purposes. The Clinton Foundation scams have been shown to have been modeled
off of similar scams created by Kleiner Perkins, in Silicon Valley, previously.
 Racism – Almost no blacks are hired or promoted by Silicon Valley companies.
 Entrepreneur Blacklisting – The Angelegate Scandal, The No Poaching Class Action
Lawsuit, testimony by thousands of witnesses, the hack of the Venture databases and
message boards, proves beyond a shadow of a doubt that VC's like Draper Fisher, Kleiner
Perkins, Greylock, USVP, and others, collude and collaborate on the black-listing of
entrepreneurs who compete with them, are not yuppie enough, or who have technologies
which threaten their monopoly clusters. Using groups like the NVCA, Gust, Kiretsu
Forum, Cleantech Forum and other cross-linked groups, persons and companies are
black-listed from financing nation-wide.
Google, Facebook and Twitter have fired up tens of millions of dollars of lawyers and PR firms,
using their two hundred million dollar a day payrolls, to try to deny and smoke-screen all of the
above.
In the post-election voting map for the 2016 elections, it is 100% clear that only the regions where
the public were addicted to Facebook were the same regions where Clinton won. The rest of the
country, who did not read the pre-digested, controlled, Silicon Valley subliminal messaging, were
horrified by Silicon Valley's overt corruption and Washington DC take-overs. Essentially, Silicon
Valley created Trump's victory by being so completely shrouded in their own echo-chamber that
they dissociated from reality. The historically large numbers of videos and photos of crying
millennials is a testament to the utter lack of real-world awareness the victims of Silicon Valley's
bubble chamber have.
Don't let Silicon Valley get away with it. Write every regulatory and law enforcement agency and
demand an end to THE SILICON VALLEY COVER-UPS AND PROTECTION RACKET!
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